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Dientje Kalisky-Adkins spent three years in terror while in hiding from 11942-
1945. Most of the time she was locked in a closet; she was beaten, sexually
abused and given little to eat. She survived the two camps where she was
enslaved and was eventually reunited with her mother and father who she no
longer recognized. An American soldier freed Adkins from the concentration
camp and gave her a spoonful of ration and a small bite of Hershey’s
chocolate. In a recent article, Diny stated, “I am full of life. I enjoy life and I
still want to live out loud.”

On September 1, 1939, the day the Germans invaded Poland, Joe Engel’s home
town of Zakroczym was destroyed. On a transport to Auschwitz, Joe was
packed in a cattle car, standing up for two and a half days with no food or
water. During the Death March, he escaped from a transport rain to
Czechoslovakia, where he joined up with the resistance and went on
missions to explode German ammunition. He was liberated by the Red 
Army in March 1945. A documentary was made about Joe called “To Auschwitz
and Back” which can be viewed by an audience before he comes to speak.

Born in Austria, Ann Field’s life changed forever in 1938. Her family was
thrown out of their apartment because her mother was Jewish. After that,
Ann was sent to an orphanage for half-Jewish children. Her mother was
gassed and cremated in 1942 in a mental institution in Bernberg, German. Ann
worked as a maid until she was liberated by the Russians in 1945. She married
an American soldier and moved to the US in 1962. She has two children and
four grandchildren.

Local Holocaust Survivors



Children of Holocaust Survivors

Joe Rotstein was born in the Landsberg, Germany Displaced Persons Camp,
in March of 1947. Joe is the son of Holocaust survivors Mala and Leo
Rotstein. Mala was a survivor of Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen concentration
camps. Leo is a Survivor of Auschwitz. Joe and his parents immigrated to the
United States in 1950, arriving through Ellisi sland, and eventually settling in
Chicago. Joe speaks to school groups of all ages recounting the story of his
parents' Holocaust survival. He stresses tolerance of all people in his
discussions as well as human rights. Joe feels he honors the memory of his
parents through his presentations.

Reggie Guigui  was born in Germany, the daughter of survivors from Poland
and Czechoslovakia. She grew up in Cincinnati, Ohio, a teacher by profession,
and started lecturing when she realized some students didn’t know what the
Holocaust was. She has been involved in Holocaust education in Cincinnati
before moving to Charleston and works with the Remember Program in
Charleston. She has been lecturing since 1990 sharing her parents’ stories
using photographs that survived the war.

Fred Volkman is a retired physician originally from Chicago. His parents were
Holocaust survivors who lived in Chicago after immigrating to the US. They belonged to
the Janusz Korczak B’nai Brith lodge, made up entirely of Holocaust survivors. His
mother escaped a small Polish ghetto early in the war. She then went into hiding with
her uncle, moving from place to place until the war ended.His father briefly worked
with the Polish underground, but was captured and placed in various work camps until
He was transferred to the Flossenburg concentration for the remainder of the
war.Their entire families were wiped out by the Nazis. His mother passed away 10 years
ago and his father passed 3 years ago, at the age of 94. He has been an active member
of Charleston’s Remember Committee.



Sandra Brett is the daughter of two survivors. Her mother survived the Lodz
Ghetto, Auschwitz, and Mathausen, and her father survived ghettos and work
camps in Lithuania before escaping to join a group of Jewish partisans. As a
practicing artist, Brett's special interest is art as it relates to the Holocaust.
She has lectured extensively about her parents' experiences during the war as
well as art of the Holocaust.

Dr.Delson and her siblings (older brother, Karol kalisky, OBM and younger sister,
Phillis Kalisky-Mair are children of our local Holocaust survivor, Mrs. Diny Adkins.
She has been married to Norman Delson for 25 years and is the mother of Nathalie
Delson 18 and Sydney Delson 15. Dr Delson has been on the local Remembrance
committee since 2000 and Co Chaired the committee with her sister Phillis for 5
years 2009-2014. Dr.Evaline Delson was born and raised in Charleston. After
attending St Andrews High School, she graduated with honors from Erskine College
in Due West, SC a with degrees in Physical Education and Psychology. In 1999,  Dr.
Delson graduated rom Life University School of Chiropractic in Atlanta, GA. She is in
private practice in Charleston SC and since 2013 .

Anita Zucker  is the daughter of two Holocaust survivors, Rose and Carl
Goldberg. Born in Jacksonville, FL she grew up learning the importance of
education. She holds a BA in Education from the University of Florida and MEd
in Educational Administration and Supervision from the University of North
Florida. Anita went on to teach elementary school for ten years, and later
became the CEO of  InterTech Group,  a diversified chemical manufacturer.
Anita is an inspiring businesswoman and philanthropist, formerly serving
as the Charleston Jewish Federation President, and one of the key individuals
involved in shaping the Holocaust memorial in Marion Square. Anita shares
the story of her parents and how her mother saved many people through
courageous acts shaping history.
 



Shirley Mills is the daughter of two Holocaust survivors. Born in a refugee
camp in Italy, raised in Israel, Shirley came to the States as a young teen. Her
parents ‘ story is of pain hope, and amazing courage and resilience. In their
memory, she wants to share their story because humanity has not learned
from the past.

David Popowski is the son of two Holocaust survivors, Henry and
Paula  Kornblum  Popowski.from Kaluszyn, Poland. David's parents
survived their internment due to their ingenuity. Henry made himself
indispensable due to his carpentry skills, while Paula courageously
escaped from a labor camp to survive.David shares how his parents'
stories of survival differed dramatically.  He attended the University of
Georgia and is  now a practicing lawyer.  David also dedicates his time to
Holocaust education, serving as one of the key individuals involved in
shaping the Holocaust memorial in Marion Square.

Phillis Kalisky Mair was born and raised in Charleston SC to Native Charlestonian
Leonard Kalisky and Dutch Child Holocaust Survivor Diny Kalisky Adkins. On her 9th
birthday the family moved to Holland so her mother could get intensive inpatient
psychiatric treatment at a special Dutch Hospital called Centrum 45 in Oegstgeest
Holland. They returned to Charleston 2 years later and Phillis has been passionate
about teaching tolerance ever since. Besides educating on the Holocaust through
writing and art, Phillis has been a member of the REMEMBER program since 1996,
serving as Co-Chair with her Sister Evaline, from 2010-2016. She has lectured about her
Grandparents’ survival and necessary separation from their only child and how it has
effected them as a family to this day. Phillis graduated from the College of Charleston
in 1993 and was vice president of Chi Omega Sorority. Phillis and her Husband Jeff live
on James Island SC and enjoy all the wonderful things that make the Lowcountry
home.


